IN~ODUCTI~N
Let E be a normed linear space (nls) over the real field R and G a nonempty subset of E. where co stands for the convex hull. Therefore the assumption on the bounded set A to be convex (or (and) closed) is not a restrictive one. A systematic study of the sets defined by (1.2) when G = E was initiated 338
by and the problem attracted much interest. At present many results are known on the existence and unicity of the elements of best simultaneous approximations, as well as on the continuity (semicontinuity) of cent,.
In this paper an attempt is made to obtain the natural framework for the theory of best simultaneous approximation in a nls, and we show that the normed almost linear space (nals) and the strong normed almost linear space (snalstwhich are introduced in this paper-constitute this natural framework. These spaces, which might be of independent interest, generalize the normed linear spaces. To support the idea that the nals is a good concept, we introduce the concept of a "dual" space of a nals X, where the functionals on X are no longer linear but "almost linear," which is also a nals. When X is a nls, then the "dual" space defined by us is the usual dual space X*.
Roughly speaking, a nals is a set X together with two mappings s: Xx X + X and m: R x X + X, which satisfy some of the axioms of a linear space (Is), and on the set X there exists a functional (I( . 111: X + R which satisfies all the axioms of an usual norm on a Is, as well as some additional ones (which in the case of a nls are consequences of the axioms of the norm). Denoting, as in the case of a Is, s(x, y) and m(,J x), (x, y E X, 1 E R) by x + y and Ix (and also m( -1, x) by -x), then for a subset G c X we can define (1.3) and (1.4) replacing 1) . /I by 111 . 111. Consequently, we can try to develop in a nals, a theory similar with that of the theory of best approximation in a nls. Among the properties of a 1s which is not supposed to hold in a nals X is the following: for each x E X there exists -x E X such that x + ( -x) = 0 (though there exists an element 0 in the nals X such that x + 0 = x for each x E X). By the axioms of a nals, it follows that the set Vx = {x E X: x+ (-x)=0} is a Is, and we show that the theory of best simultaneous approximation in a nls is a particular case of the theory of best approximation in a nals X by elements of subsets G c V,. In contrast with the case of a nls, the 11) . /(I of a nals X does not generate a metric p on X. (As a matter of fact, p satisfies all the axioms of a metric, except for p(x, x) = 0 for each x E X). Consequently, in a nals X we cannot discuss the continuity (semicontinuity) properties of the (set-valued) mapping x + PC(x). That is why we introduce the concept of a snals which, roughly speaking, is a nals X together with a semi-metric p on X which is related in a certain way with the II/ . II/ of X.
In the framework of a nals (snals) we can try to extend the following types of results: (1) general results from the theory of normed linear spaces; (2) results from the theory of best approximation in a nls; (3) results from the theory of best simultaneous approximation in a nls. In this paper we begin such a study and we hope that other results will be extended.
We recall that another approach, completely different from ours, for the theory of best simultaneous approximation, was investigated in [23, 18, 9] .
All spaces involved in this paper are over the real field R.
NORMED ALMOST LINEAR SPACES
An almost linear space (als) is a set X together with two mappings s:XxX-+X and m:RxX+X satisfying (L1)-(L8) below. For x,y~X and 3, E R we denote s(x, y) by x + y, m(n, x) by Ix and -lx by -x, when these will not lead to misunderstandings, and in the sequel x -y means x+(-y).
Let x,yz~X and &PEER. (L,) (x+y)+z=x+(y+z); (L2) x + y = y + x; (L3) There exists an element 0 E X such that x + 0 = x for each XEX; (L4) 1x=x; (L,) 0x=0;
(L,) (il+p)x=Ax+px for J~~O,p>O. 
DEFINITION.
An als X together with 111.II): X+ R satisfying (N,)-(N4) is called a normed almost linear space (nals).
For x E X and r > 0 let B,(x, r) = { y E X: 111 y-x/ d r}. Then B,(x, r) is a convex (possibly empty) subset of X. We denote B, = B,(O, 1) and s*= {XEX: lllxlll = l}.
2.6. If X is a nals, X# V,, then p(x, y) = [l/x -ylll, x, y E X, is not a metric on X since p(x, x) #O for x $ Vx. By 2.4, (N,), (N,), and 4.1 in Section 4, p satisfies all the other axioms of a metric.
Our next aim is to introduce the concept of a dual space of a nals, which we would like to be a nals also.
Let X be an als. (a) A functionalf: X-r R is called an almost linear functional if (2.4b(2.6) hold:
(b) A functional f: X+ R is called a linear functional if (2.4) and (2.5) hold for all x, y E X and 1 E R (hence (2.6) is also satisfied).
Let X# be the set of all almost linear functionals defined on the als X. Forf, fi, f2 EX# and 1~ R let s(f,, f2) and m(A, f) be the functionals on X defined by s(fi, f2)(x) = fi(x) + f2(x) and m(A, f)(x) = f(Ax), x E X. Then s: X# x X# -+ X# and m: R x X# + X# satisfy (L1)-(Ls), where 0 E X# is the functional which is 0 at each x E X. Therefore X# is an als. Note that for each f E X#, f(0) = 0 and the restriction f I V, is a linear functional on V,. We shall denote s(fi, fi) by fi + f2 and m(A, f) by 1 of:
(a) fEVx+ ifff ' 1' 1s inear on X, iff -lo f = -f, iff {A12g; 0; (b) The functional h on X defined by h( 
Proof
It is easy to show that (2. 3), (N2) and (N,) hold, so X* is an als. We show now N,, i.e., that for fin X*, i= 1, 2, 3, we have lllfi + (-1 of3)llI 6 lllfi + (-1 ~fdlll + Illf2 + ( -1 ~.fJll. (2.8) Let XE B,.
Similarly we can show that the same conclusion holds if I (f, + ( -1 of3)) (x)1 =fi(x) +f3( -x), whence (2.8) follows. It remains to prove (N4). Let (q,Jnad be a net in V,. and q0 E V,. such that cp,-cpO. Let x E X and let F, be the functional on V,. defined by FJcp) = q(x), cp E V,.. By 2.9(a), cp is a linear functional on X and so F, is a linear functional on V,.. Since ~~~FJ < ljlxlll, we have Fx~ ( Vx.)*. Since -(pO, it follows that lim q,(x) = &x). Let now f~ X* and x E B,. We
Zve I(f+(-1~cp,))(x)l=lf(x)+cp,(- Clearly, when X is a nls, then the dual space defined above is the usual dual space of X. That is why we did not change the notation and terminology.
2.11, DEFINITION. An almost lineat subspace r of the dual space X* of a nals X is said to be total over X if the relations x1, x2~X,f(xl) =f(x2) for each SE f imply that x1 =x2.
As we shall show by examples given in the next section, the dual space of a nals X may be not total over X. As a matter of fact, we do not know whether X* might be only the single element 0.
For x E X let Qx be the functional on X* defined, as in the case of a nls, by Qx(f) = f(x) (f EX*). (2.9) Then Qx is an almost linear functional on X* and IIIQxIII 6 IIIxIII, i.e., QXE X**. In contrast with the case of a nls, here X** (as well as X*) may be very poor (see the next section).
We conclude this section by defining some subsets of a nals X which will be used in Sections 4 and 5. For examples, see the next section.
2.12. Let X be a nals and let @ # G c Vx. We define R,(G) c X in the following way: x E R,(G) if for each ge G there exists vg E V, such that (2.10) and (2.11) hold:
We have Vx c R,(G). If G1 c GZ, then R,(G,) c R,(G,). We denote by R, the set R,( V,). When X is a nls, then R,= X.
EXAMPLES
In Examples 3.2, 3.43.8, and 3.11 we exhibit normed almost linear spaces which are not normed linear spaces. We recall the following definition (see, e.g., [24] ).
DEFINITION.
Let G be a nonempty subset of the nls (E, I/. 11) and let C be a bounded subset of E. The set C is called remotal with respect to G if for each gE G there exists cg E C such that sup,, c I/c -gll = IIcg -gll.
EXAMPLE.
(a) Let (E, II . I( ) be a nls and let X be the collection of all bounded, convex, nonempty subsets A of E. For A, Ai, A, E X and 1 E R, define ~(A,,A,)=A,+A,=(~,+~,:~,EA~,~~EA~} and m(n,A)= IA = {la: a E A >. The element 0 in X is the set (0). Then X is an als and Vx=({v}:u~E}(=E).
(b) For AEX, let II/Alli=supaEAIlaII. It is straightforward that ~~~~~~~: X + R satisfies (N,)- (N,) and so X is a nals. (c) For each cp E E* there is f, E X*, Illf,J = llqll. Indeed, take f,(A) = swaEAcp(a) (A E X). Now let cp E SE* and let fV E X* be defined by (3.1). By hypothesis, we have
and (-l~f,)(A,)=(-l~f,)(A,), whence supcp(A,)= sup cp(A,) and inf rp(A,)=inf cp(A,). By (3.2) we obtain that A, = A,. Hence the mapping Q: X-+ X * * defined by (2.9) is injective. Here, we do not know an example of an FE X**, F # Qx for each x E X. 3.6. EXAMPLE. (a) Let (E, I/. 11) be an (AL)-space (see, e.g., [7] ) and let X be the set {xeE:x>O}. (a) Let (E, 11. II ) be a nls and let cp E SE., cp attains its norm on SE. Then H= {x~ E: q(x) =0} is proximinal in E (i.e., PH(x) # @ for each XE E) and there exists a linear selection p&l E P&l, x f2 X (see, e.g., [25] ). Let X= {x E E: q(x) > O}. For x,y~X and 120 define s(x,y)=x+y,m(l,x)=Ix and m(-1,x)= x -2pH(x). The element 0 in X is the element 0 E E. Since pH is linear, X is an als, and V,= H. (b) Let lllxlll = q(x) + lIpH(x) x E X Clearly, ))I. 111 satisfies (NJ and (N3). For (N,), let x,EX, i= 1, 2, 3. We have
To show (NJ, let (un)nEd be a net in VX( = H) and u0 E VX such that u,-u,,, and let XE X. Then for each no A we have II/x -~olll = dx -0,) + Ilp&) -hll G dx -u,) + lim inflIp&) -u,lI = liminf(p(x-0,) + IIpH(x) -u,ll) = 1 im inf l/lx -u,/I/. Therefore X is a nals. (c) Let x0 E E, q(x,) > 0 and pH(xO) = 0. We have X* = {$ I X: Ic/ E E*, $(x0) > 0} and VX* = {f~ X*:flxo) =O}. Here X* is total over X. (d) R,= X. Indeed, let XE X and g E VX (= H). If pH(x) = g, choose ug E VX such that Ilug -g/l = q(x). If pH(x) # g, let ug = Q"(X) + (1 -1)g E V,, where I = I+ cp(x)/lJp,(x) -gJI. In both cases u, satisfies (2.10) and (2.11).
Lima introduced and studied the notion of a semi L-summand in a Banach space. We recall the definition [19, Sect. 51.
DEFINITION.
A linear subspace G of a Banach space E is a semi-lsummand in E if G is Chebyshev in E (i.e., P&x) is a singleton for each x E E) and llxll = l b -p&)ll + Ilf'dx)ll, XE E. Then it is obvious that P, is additive on X. (We point out here that P, is not additive on E (see, e.g., [ 15, p. 
BEST APPROXIMATION IN NORMED ALMOST LINEAR SPACES
Let X be a nals, G a subset of X, and x E X. We define dist(x, G) and P&x) by (1.3) and (1.4), where we replace 11.
(1 by 111. II/, keeping the same definitions for proximinal and Chebyshev sets as -in a nls. We denote Dom(P,)= {xEX: PG(x)# @I.
Some simple properties of the function dist( *, G) and of the set P&x) from the theory of best approximation in a nls can be extended in a nals with similar proofs. Some other results from the theory of best approximation in a nls can be proved in a similar way for a nals, but not in the whole generality. One of the difficulties which appear when we want to extend for a nals X some results which hold in a nls is due to the fact that the function p(x, y) = l/x -~111, x, YE X, is not a metric on X. Consequently, for some elements g E G we can get dist(g, G) # 0 and P,(g) = (21, as simple examples show. Since it is very difficult to obtain results when G is an arbitrary subset of X, as a first step in the theory of best approximation in a nals we shall consider in this section onIy the case when Gc VX. The restriction to subsets G c VX is of course severe, but we note that in Example 3.2 (similarly for Examples 3.4 and 3.5) if x E X stands for the bounded, convex, nonempty set A c E, then for any G c VX ( = E) we have dist(x, G) = rad,(A), (4.1)
PO(x) = cent,(d). (4.2)
Consequently, any information we get on the function dist( a, G) and on the set-valued mapping x + PJx), when G c V, and X is a nals, are also valid for the function rad,( * ) and for the set-valued mapping A + cent&A), A a bounded, nonempty subset of E (in view of (1.5) and (1.6)). Therefore the theory of best simultaneous approximation in a nls is a particular case of the theory of best approximation in a nals by elements of subsets Gc VX. When Gc VX, then many more notions and results from the theory of best approximation in a nls can be formulated and proved in a similar way for a nals, e.g., [25, Chap. 1, Theorems 6.1 and 6.51, all assertions which do not involve a topology [8] , the approximatively compact sets with the consequence that such sets are proximinal [26, Propositions 2.1 and 3.11, 1'02' [ 1, Proposition 4.11. We shall refer several times to the following immediate (due to (N4)) result.
PROPOSITION. Let X be a nals and G a boundedly weakly compact subset of V,. Then G is proximinal in X.
Yost [28] introduced and studied the closed linear subspaces with the l&ball property in a Banach space E and proved that they are proximinal in E. The next proposition is a localization of this result for a nals.
Let X be a nals and 0 #G c V,. Let TG be the subset of X defined in the following way: x E To if for each g E G and ri > 0, i = 1, 2, the relations Illx-glll~rl+r2,~,(~,r2)nGZ0 imply that Bx(g,r,)nBx(x,r2)n G # 0. Clearly we have G c To.
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let X be a nals and G a complete subset of V,. Then for each x E To we have P&X) # 0.
It follows from [27] that cent,(d) # 0 for every bounded nonempty subsetAcC(Q),whereG={xEC(Q):xIK=O},andKisaclosedsubset of Q. The next result shows that for compact (convex) sets of C(Q) we have (due to Proposition 4.3) a stronger property, namely, that they belong to To (when X is the nals described in Example 3.2 for E = C(Q)). The fact that the sets containing exactly one point belong to To follows from [28] .
THEOREM. Let E = C(Q)
and for Kc Q, K closed, let G = {x~ C(Q): xl K=O}.
Then for each compact set A c E the relations gEG,glEG,rl,r2>0,1Jx-ggl(<r,+r2
for each xeA and Ilx-g,ll<r, for each x E A imply that there exists g, E G such that l/g -g,,ll f rl and lb -goll d r2 for each x E A.
Proof
Let H(R) = {[a, b]: a, be R, a < b}, and for q E Q let y$(q) be defined by ticq)= n b(q)-r2,x(q)+r21nCg(q)-r,, g(q)+r,l. We show now that t,k Q -+ H(R) is lower semicontinuous (1s~) (for the definition of lsc see, e.g., [25] We show that 11/(q) n (c, d) # 0 for each q E U(q,) which will prove that $ is lsc. Suppose $(q) n (c, d) = 0 for some q E U(q,). Then we have either a < c for each a E rl/(q) or d < a for each a E $(q), say the former (the proof for the latter case is similar). Then by (4.6) we have either x*(q)Etj(q) or g(q) + rl E 11/(q). If x,(q) E $(q), then by our assumption x2(q) d c, and by (4.8) we get xz(qo) <x2(q) + E < c + E < c + (a, -c) = ao, which is not possible since a0 E lc/(qo). If g(q) + rl E ccl(s), then dqo) + rl < g(q) + rl + E d c + E < a0 which is not possible since CI~ E $(qo).
If q E K, then 0 I+. Indeed, if q E K then for each XE A we have Ix(q)1 = Ix(q) -g,(q)1 < lb -gill 6 r2, and so -r2 d x(q) 6 r2. Then by (4.4) and (4.5) we get x,(q) d 0 and x,(q) > 0, whence 0 E $(q) follows now by (4.6) since g(q) = 0.
Define q: Q -+ H(R) by q#K q E K.
Then q is lsc and by Michael's theorem [22] there exists go E C(Q) such that g,(q)E q(q), q E Q. For q E K, g,(q) = 0, i.e., goE G. Since for each q E Q, go(q) E ti(q), by (4.3) we get II g -gall 6 rl and lb -goll G r2 for each x E A, which completes the proof. Let us recall the following definition [2, Definition 1.11.
DEFINITION.
The nls E is said to be strictly convex with respect to its linear subspace G if the conditions x, y E E, llxll = II y/l = /1(x + y)/2(1 = 1, x-yoG imply that x= y.
In the results 4.6-4.9 we shall use the set R,(G) defined in 2.12. The next theorem generalizes results on best simultaneous approximation contained in [15, p. 188; 4, 2, 241.
THEOREM.
Let X be a nals and G a linear subspace qf V,. If VX is strictly convex with respect to G, then for each x E R,(G) the set P&x) con-G.GODINI tains at most one element. Zf in addition G is reflexive then for each XE RAG) the set P&x) is a singleton.
Proof
Let XE R, (G) and suppose there exist g,, g2E G such that 111~ -gill1 = dist(x, G), i BY (2.11) we have II/x-glll 2 111~ -glll. Therefore )IIvg -gl(( = II(x -gl)l > 111 y -gill, whence (4.10) follows since V,E Do(x). Let now XE Vx (C R,(G)) and v. E Do(x). By (2.11) for V=XE V, we have 0= Iljx-XIII 2 IIIvo-xIII, i.e., x=vo. The proof of (4.12) is an immediate consequence of (4.10) and (4.11).
COROLLARY.
Let X be a nals and 0 # G c Vx such that R,(G) = X.
Suppose that for ,every nonempty bounded set A c Vx we have cent,(A) # (21 (cent,(A) a singleton). Then G is proximal (Chebyshev) in X.
Borwein and Keener [3] examined the relationship between the Hausdorff distance between convex closed sets in a nls and the distance between their Chebyshev centers. Now we can assign to any XE R, the set Z D(x) and by (1.5) and (1.6), formulas (4.11) and (4.12) hold for W D(x) as well as for D(x). Then some consideration of [3] can be used together with Theorem 4.8, to obtain information for a nals X We conclude this section by introducing the quotient space X/G, where X is a nals and G a closed linear subspace of V,.
First, let X be an als and G a linear subspace of V,, and let X/G = (3 = x + G: x E X>. Clearly 2 = 9 iff x = y + g for some g E G.
(Simple examples show that this is no longer true when G is an arbitrary almost linear subspace of X.) As in the case when X is a Is, we can define s(J,, a,), 0 and m(2, a). It is easy to show that X/G together with s: X/G x X/G + X/G and m: R x X/G + X/G is an als. Here we have V,, = V,/G. Now suppose X is a nals and G a linear subspace of V,. Let us define for ,i? E X/G, lll~lll = Wx, G), (4.13) where x E 2. Since dist(x + g, G) = dist(x, G), g E G, lllalll does not depend on the choice of x E k 4.10. THEOREM. Let X be a nals and G a closed linear subspace of Vx. Then X/G is an als and /[I* 111 defined by (4.13) satisfies (N, k(N,) . It satisfies (N4) if dim V,/G < 00 or Vx is reflexive.
Proof: As we have observed above, X/G is an als, and it is easy to prove that (N2) and (N3) hold. To show (N,), let dig X/G, (4.14)
Suppose dim V,/G < a~. Then a,, --f Go and so there exist g, E G, n E A such that u,-g, + oO. For sufficiently large n, I(Iu,-g,,-u,,(J( < dist(x -u,,, G) -c1 and so lllx -uo -gn -Llll < II/x -gn -unlll + #un -u. -g,IjI < dist(x -uo, G), which is not possible. Now suppose V, is reflexive. By (4.14) it follows that {u, + gn}ned is bounded in Vx and so we can suppose (passing to a subnet) that u, + g,-u.
Then 8,-t? and since 6, -8, it follows 0 = u. + g for some gcG.
Then lI\x -u. -g/l < lim inflllx -u, -g,lll < LI < dist(x -uo, G), which is not possible. Therefore X/G is a nals if dim V,/G < co or V, is reflexive. We do not know whether these assumptions are or not superfluous.
STRONG NORMED ALMOST LINEAR SPACES AND APPLICATIONS
Let X be a nals and suppose there exists a semi-metric p on X (i.e., p satisfies all the axioms of a metric except for p(x, y) = 0 implies x = y, x, y E X), which satisfies (M 1 b( M3) below. Let x, y, z E X and I E R. (b) When X is a nls, by (5.2) it follows that the only semi-metric satisfying (MI)- (M3) is that generated by the norm. It is straightforward to show that p satisfies (M1k(M3). Notice that in Examples 3.4 and 3.5, p is a metric on X.
(ii) Let X be the nals given in Example 3.6, and for xi, x2 E X, let p(x,, x2) = 11x1 -x211 (here x1 -x2 is understanded in E). Since E is an W)-wace, we have I IIIxllll -IIIx2111 I = I llxlll -llxzII I G lb1 -4 d llxill + IIx211 = l/lx1 +m( -1, xz)III, i.e., p satisfies (M,). It is obvious that it satisfies (M2) and (M3). Here p is a metric on X.
(iii) Let X be the nals given in Example 3.7, and for xi, x2 E X, let p(x,, x,)= Irp(x,)-(p(x*)I. Then p is a semi-metric on X which satisfies (MI I-(Md (iv) Let X be the nals given in Example 3.11 or in Example 3.8 when H is a semi L-summand in E. Then in both cases we have lllxlll = llxll for each x~X. For xi,x*~X let p(x,,x,)= jjx,--xall (here x1--x2 is understood in E). Then p is a metric on X satisfying (Ml)-(M3).
Since (MJ and (M3) are obvious, we show (M,) for Example 3.8 (the proof for Example 3.11 being similar). Let xi, x2 E X Then rp(x,) = cp(xi -pH(xi)) = llxi-PdXi)ll, i= 1,2, and ~0 P(x,, ~2) = 11x1 -xzll G 11x1 -pH(xl)ll + IIPff(X1)-P&2)II + IIP"b*)-%ll = cp(x, +x*) + IIP&I) + P&2-2Pff(%))ll = 'p(x, +m(-1, x2)) + lIPAX + m( -1, xz))ll = llbl + m( -1, xz)lll. For the other inequality in (M,) we use the assumption that H is a semi L-summand in E. We have I IIIxlII/ -IIIx211i I = I IlxJ -IIxJl I d 11x1 -xzlI = P(X,, x2).
Some other examples of snals can be obtained using Theorems 5.4 and 5.7. The first one states that the dual space of a nals (not necessarily a snals) is always a snals, and the second one states that when X is a snals and G a closed linear subspace of VX, then in the space X/G (not necessarily satisfying (N4)) there exists a semi-metric satisfying (M 1 k( M 3).
5.4. THEOREM. For any nals X, the dual space X* is a snals for the metric p defined by P(f*~f2)=~~P{Ifi(x)-fi(x)l:x~B*) (fi, f* E x*)
Proof: Clearly p is a metric on X. To prove (M,), let fi, f2EX* and XEB,.
Then Ifi(x)l < Ifi -fAx)l + IfAx)l < p(f,, fJ + Illf2111, and Finally we prove that for each f~ X*, the function il + p(l of, f) is continuous at any II > 0. Indeed, for A> 0 we have ~(2 of, f) = sup{ If(Ax) -f(x)/: XEB~} = IA-11 lllfII/. Therefore X* is a snals, which completes the proof.
In the sequel the folowing result will be of use.
5.5. LEMMA. Let X be a snals, @ # G c X and x, y E X. We have
ProoJ Let E > 0 be given and let gE G such that Illy -gIlI < dist(y, G)+E. By (M,) and (M2) we get dist(
p(x, y) + E, and the lemma follows.
5.6. COROLLARY. Let X be a snals, G c X and x, y E X such that p(x, y) = 0. Then dist(x, G) = dist( y, G) and PC(x) = PG( y).
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 we get dist(x, G) = dist( y, G). Now let g E P&x).
Then O~llly-glll-dist(y,G) = Illy-glll-Wx,G) = llly-glllIllx -glll Q P(Y -g, x -g) < p( y, x) = 0 and so g E PA y), i.e., P&I = P,(y). The other inclusion is proved in a similar way. . Now let 9j~X/G and let X~E ti, i= 1,2, 3. Then for any g,, g, E G we have $(a,, R,) < Ax1 + glp x3 + a) G p(xl + glv -4 + PCQ, x3 + g2), whence since gl, gz were arbitrary in G, it follows that P(a,, 9,) < P(A,, A2,) + &a,, 2,). Therefore fi is a semi-metric on X/G. To show (M2), let J?~E X/G, xic52,, i= 1,2,3, and gE G. Then P(,?, +x3, 322 + 2,) < p(x, + x3 + g, x2 +x3) < p(xr + g, x2), whence (M2) follows.
Finally, to show (M3) let Z E X/G and x E A. We have by (5.3), B(Aa, 2) < p(Ax, x) and since p(lx, x) -+ 0 for A + 1, we obtain (M3) for B, which completes the proof.
In a snals X the semi-metric p generates a topology on X (which is not Hausdorff in general) and in the sequel when we shall say that a set is closed, open, etc., we shall understand that in this topology. If we need this topology to be Hausdorff, then we assume p to be a metric on X. In view of 5.2(b), the topology on the nls V, generated by p is the same as the topology generated by the norm ~~~~~~~. In the framework of a snals X, we can discuss the continuity (semicontinuity) properties of the set-valued mapping x + Pa(x). That will be done from now on. The results are known either for best approximations in a nls or for best simultaneous approximations in a nls. We use the following abbreviations: uKsc for upper Kuratowski semicontinuous, USC (1s~) for upper (lower) semicontinuous. We draw attention to the fact that we use these semicontinuity properties in a slightly more general framework than in [25, 261, 
